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LISA PANAGOS
AWARD WINNING ACTRESS/SINGER

RETURNS WITH NEW MATERIAL

L

By Nick Christophers

isa Panagos has been in the
entertainment business for
many years and has seen
it all. She has weathered
the storm that is the music
and film industry. Her tenacity and
talent is without question one of the
toughest around. Her history in the
business has been filled with all types
of twists and turns but she has never
let that deter her drive.
She is multi-talented in that she is a
songwriter, vocalist, actress and a
model. That is an impressive list for
one woman to handle but Lisa has
done it with class. She has been acting
and singing since the late 90’s and has
placed her-self on the entertainment
map for good. Her contributions to
the industry have not gone unnoticed.
Only recently she has appeared on
music charts and has won awards.
In January 2016 she received an
award for Outstanding Achievement
in Media with over 1,000,000
Syndicated Views. The following
month the single “Mind’s Eye” was #1
on the charts according to Power FM
Global Radio Network. In October
2017 another single “Know My Soul”
hit #1 on the charts at KMIX Radio
Network. Prior to 2016 she has won
many more awards and accolades.
“Yes, being showered with the recent
awards over the past few years has
been amazing. I’m honored to be
recognized for my work and so
grateful for the feedback from the
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music industry, program directors at
radio stations around the world and
my amazing fans around the globe!
I couldn’t do this without them and
the support I get is astonishing. A
day doesn’t go by that I don’t get an
amazing message from a fan or a
note from someone in the industry
congratulating me and wanting
to pull me into a project they are
working on. I feel so lucky! I guess
hard work and perseverance really
can pay off. This is just the beginning
of a new beginning and new chapter
in my career.”
When it comes to film she is recently
playing the lead role in the feature
film “Smiling Through the Tears” by
writer/director Sharlene K. Humm.
The film is based around Domestic
Violence and is a murder mystery.
The production company involved
with the project is Backlot Studios
Universal. Lisa has worked on film
and music videos since the late 90’s.
Yet tragedy did strike and forced Lisa
to put her work on the back-burner.
Her father and brother had passed
on and that caused a tough time
for her. It was a lot to take in, all in
one year and to compound that her
mother was ill and she left LA to help
her in Maryland. Lisa did not have
the time or the energy to devote to
her love of the arts. She did go back
to LA for one or two projects but
returned to Maryland to care for her
mother. It was a very trying time for
her. Yet as they say sometimes one
door closes to only offer another to
open. While she was in the Bahamas
at her condo with her mother, she
found her inspiration to write lyrics
and music.
“She enjoyed going to her condo in the
Bahamas for about three months to
unwind and relax so I took her there
and cared for her multiple times. She

also was a diabetic and had heart
problems so the doctors had her on
tons of medications. I barely had time
to myself between all the medications,
scheduling doctor’s appointments,
massage appointments and cooking
her meals but I would get a window of
time at night around sunset and then
later at night around midnight. She
has a front balcony outside her condo
facing the beach. It is so beautiful and
relaxing. That was my private time,
my creative time, and my dreamy
time to be one with nature, meditate
and create. So many song ideas would
flow through me. I would take my mini
cassette recorder there and a glass of
wine and just sing whatever would
flow through me, lyric and melody free
form.”
Lisa of course got back on course and
has been moving and shaking ever
since. Her recent single “Ecstasy” has
already created a buzz in a few areas.
It has been featured on a compilation
album entitled “The Campaign of
Love” that was arranged by radio
personality Skip the Funkologist. Skip
has been a fan of Lisa’s music since the
release of her hit track “Mind’s Eye”
which he plays on his syndicated
radio show, A Funk Above the Rest.
Lisa has been a guest on this show as
well. The compilation was released
December of 2017. She finished the
mix of the single with Rob Chiarelli.
The best part of the project is that
she is included alongside artists like
Golden Globe and Grammy winner
Irene Cara.
The single has also sparked an interest
with other companies like W.O.A.
Records and W.O.A. Films. They
will be shooting a music video with
Lisa on the beaches of GOA, India.
The company will be promoting
her music in the territories of India,
Dubai and England. It is another
feather in her hat. To add to that
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accomplishment the single was
selected for the WOAFM 99 Radio
Show-Season 12 in India. It was also
added to the Independent No. 1’s Vol.
8 compilation to be released January
29th, 2018. Lisa intends to promote
the single and the album in India and
the other regions it covers.
The single was put together with
the assistance of Alex. Al is on
bass (Michael Jackson, Christina
Aguilera), Michael heart on guitar
(Natalie Cole, Jessica Simpson,
Brandy) Tony Brock on drums(Rod
Stewart, The Babies) Derek Nakamoto
on keyboards(Michael Jackson, Janet
Jackson, Teddy Pendergrass), Tom
Saviano on tenor sax (Ray Charles,
Tower of Power, Sheena Easton),
Chuck Findley on Fugel horn and
Trumpet (Rolling Stones, B.B. King,
Tina Turner) Steven Madaio (B.B.
King, Bob Dylan, Dolly Parton) on
Trumpet and Nick Lane on Trombone
(Elton John, Rod Stewart, Bonnie
Raitt).
In the near future she will be releasing
a full album that features ten amazing
tracks. The single is due to be released
on Valentine’s Day and full album
in March 2018. In April she is due
to perform with the cast of “The
Campaign of Love” including Irene
Cara. The final mix for the album is
coming up and will be completed at
East West Studios in Hollywood. Lisa
is also working with a new publicist
Monique Moss of Integrated PR who
has worked with the likes of Lindsay
Lohan and Peter Fonda. Lisa is in full
throttle mode and looking to put her
best work forward.
Keep an eye and ear out for music
and acting where you will not be
disappointed.
http://lisapanagos.com/
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NITERAIN
Leading Voices of New Generation Rock N Roll

Not only that, NiteRain was
also voted as the most entertaining live band of the year.
In November of that year,
NiteRain released their second album “Vendetta”. Just
this 2017, NiteRain played in
the Rocklahoma Festival in
Oklahoma.

A

band known for its powerful live performances, delivering high energy and great songs with new sounds.
NiteRain has become one of the leading voices in the
new generation of Rock N Roll. They come from the beautiful
country Scandinavia and has spread their music all over the
world. Singer Sebastian Tvedtnaes, guitarist, Adrian Steihaug,
bassist, Frank Karlsen, and drummer, Morten Garberg began
their journey as NiteRain in the year 2010 and has since been
active in performing explosive concerts across several countries. Their debut album “Crossfre” was released in November
2013, and received brilliant reviews. Their wonderful music is
influenced by different artists such as Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC,
GnR, LA Guns, and many more of the like. In 2011, they were
chosen as the support act for LA Guns’ Scandinavian Tour,
and in 2012, they were invited in a European tour which was
a huge success. In 2015, they performed on the main stage of
the Tons of Rock Festival in Norway, fast forward to 2016, NiteRain played Norway Rock Festival and won Sweden Rock’s
band knocking down other bands from all over the world.

8
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Undoubtedly, these achievements are all well-deserved,
as this band never ceases to
give their best in their live
shows and in all their performances. They are a band to
be reckoned with. For all the
aspiring artists out there, who
wants to become as successful as them, NiteRain advises
to just keep practicing their
instruments, wether it be the
drums, guitar, bass or vocals.
You have to stay inspired.
- by Frances Jewel

Interested Investors please contact us at 1-856-566-5147 office and 1-856-2610329 and email us at info@talentraters.com
Help Circulate Their Stories. Sharing is caring.
Buy your copies now – Schedule Your Signing Parties – Increase the Price –
Walk Away With A Profit – Circulate Your Stories.
Please also visit the TalentRaters homepage and support these very talented
artists by viewing and liking their Featured Videos. Please also participate in
the TR MAGAZINE and support fellow artists by commenting.
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NOEL
FROM

CLUB

OWNER

TO

FILM

MAKER

ASHMAN
HAS

DONE

N

IT

ALL

By Nick Christophers

ew York has been known as the nightlife capital of the
world but it has changed over the years. If anyone knows
that better than anyone it would be prior club owner, Noel
Ashman. He has been in the night club business for years,
first as a promoter than as an owner. Having the gift of gab
sure helped in addition to his educational background.

Noel Ashman with Petra Nemcova and Chris North
10
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rowing up he developed
many valuable contacts
in the entertainment
industry which aided on
his mission. According to Noel the
landscape of nightlife has changed
dramatically from the time he started.
When he was in the business the clubs
were run by artistic people like Eric
Goode and Nell Campbell. The clubs
especially in Manhattan were based
around owners who were into the
arts. Since then it has become more
corporate and it lacks the edge it
used to have. His first club was called
Veruka which catered to such celebs
like Sean Penn, Ben Affleck, Leonardo
DiCaprio, Mark Wahlberg, Cuba
Gooding Jr., Nicolas Cage, Debbie
Harry and Dennis Leary, Michael
Jordan, Prince, Kevin Costner, Steven
Spielberg, Mariah Carey, Derek Jeter,
George Clooney Calvin Klein, Christy
Turlington, Madonna, Robert DeNiro,
Joe Pesci, Lorne Michaels, Mick
Jagger, David Bowie, Goldie Hawn
and Donald Trump.
Noel was creative and ambitious when
it came to opening new venues. He
also bought Nell’s with partners Chris
Noth, Samantha Ronson, Damon
Dash, and Jesse Bradford and others.
After that he ran two other spots NA
and owned the private club Plumm.
Only recently did he close the west
side spot The Leonora which was also
owned by Mike Strahan, Damon Dash
and Simon Rex.
At the club Plumm there were many
surprise performances from talents
like Guns n Roses, Stevie Wonder,
John Legend, Norah Jones, Bon Jovi,
Patti Labelle, Public Enemy, Run
DMC, Kid Rock, Billy Joel and many
more.
While he was in the club industry he
began to dabble in the film world.
This probably was triggered by the
friendships he forged with such celebs
like Mark Wahlberg (Transformers),
Mike Strahan (NY Giants), Ice T (Law

& Order) and Paula Devicq (Party of
Five, Rescue Me). He has been working
on films since the late 90’s and was
the associate producer on “Speedway
Junky”, which starred Jesse Bradford
and Daryl Hannah. One of his favorite
projects was the 2004 film “Mind
the Gap” where he was the executive
producer. That film was written by
Eric Schaeffer. He also had a cameo in
“Mind the Gap” with veteran actor Alan
King. Besides films he also co-produced
an Off-Broadway play called “The Dog
Problem “by David Rabe. Currently, he
has moved into strictly working on film
projects.
“I wanted to take a year break from
the clubs and wanted to offer my time
to working on films. I enjoy both but I
needed some time off from it. So far I have
worked on 7 or 8 projects that are either
in pre or post production. I am also on
the side, working on some potential club
deals. Yet I am still dabbling in films at
least 4 or 5 right now. At this point I will
do both 50/50.”
Most recently he has worked as a
producer on a new film written by
actor Steve Stanulis called “Clinton
Road”. Noel played an important role
by bringing in some major talent to
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the project like Ice Tea (Law & Order)
and Vincent Pastore (Sopranos). He
also suggested to Stanulis to give it
a New York feel and it worked over
well. It is a unique horror film that
is based on true events about a very
scary road in New Jersey. He also was
the executive producer for upcoming
films “Gotti” starring John Travolta,
“Reprisal” starring Bruce Willis, “The
Row” starring Randy Couture & Natali
Yura not including another three to be
filmed in the next 9 months.
The other key project he is currently
involved with is entitled “Wasted
Talent” which is documentary about
young actors/actress can fall from grace
just as quick as they found fame. The
title was taken from the famous line
in the film “Bronx Tale” where Robert
De Niro tells his young son Calogero
(played by Lillo Brancato) “there is
nothing worse than wasted talent”. The
documentary chronicles the dark-side
of Hollywood using the case of Lillo
Brancato’s life as an example. Both
these projects are due to make a mark
in the industry. Noel Ashman is always
on the go looking for new ways to
entertain the world being in film or on
the polished dance floors.
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ONE TIME MOUNTAIN

Brian Murphy - Lead Guitars
Alex Nekrylau - Vocals
Matt Valliere - Drums
Jeff Blute - Rhythm Guitars
Milton Jones – Bass
12
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“Everything inspires us to
make music
and in some instances, music
inspires us to
make music”
-Brian

MUS IC

ONE TIME MOUNTAIN

knows exactly how to deliver an
energetic punch to its audience
with their song “Mistaken” that literally attacks you right out of the
gates with a super-fast drum solo
and heavy hitting guitars. At the
same time, these guys know how
to dial it back and play a heartfelt
ballad as is the case in their song
“Seasons” showing so much versatility, emotion, and skill. This
song is so good and definitely
has a hook in the first 10 seconds
of play. I can’t help but noticing
subtle similarities to another awesome hard rock band, Shinedown,
which is nothing less than a major
compliment. If anyone is familiar
with the band, Shinedown, they
bring their "A Game’ on every performance.

Album Review by Joe Bennett

The entire band writes a lot. There
are songs that Matt, the drummer,
wrote melodic pieces to after finishing the drum parts.

I was fortunate enough to listen to
One Time Mountain’s new album
“Seasons” in advance and all I have
to say is this album is a buyer’s delight. What I mean by that is every
song on this album is good. The
musicianship of this band is outstanding. Matt Valliere is a very
fast, energetic, and super talented
drummer capable of incredible
double bass and solo work. Alex
Nekrylau has the perfect vocal
range, on the same level as Miles
Kennedy of Alterbridge (also from
Massachusettes) and Brent Smith
of Shinedown, with great screaming ability and the ability to get you
on your feet and at the same time
the ability to show a softer melodic
vocal as well.

The band songs are very diverse.
“It’s about being in the company of
someone during the last minutes
of their life, suicide and prevention, aliens, rock and roll, life, fake
news/conspiracies, and even just
having a bad day, says Murphy.”

Jeff Blute’s rhythm guitar complements Murphy’s Lead Guitar
so perfectly while Milton Jones
is constantly in perfect symmetry with Valliere. Now, let’s bring
Murphy into the spotlight for a
moment. This individual is such

This band has been playing together for 4 years playing hard
rock music while adding a jolt to
the music scene that they believe
has been missing for a long time.
One Time Mountain represents a
group of guys that are really determined to make a difference while
punching the face of the rock gods
with their music and leave their
audience something to remember.
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a good guitarist that I literally got
chills listening to his guitar parts
with respect to the new songs off
their album “Seasons”. I honestly
have to say that his lead guitar play
parallels such legends as Satriani,
Rhodes, and Wylde. You’ll see
what I mean when you purchase a
copy of their new album “Seasons”,
currently available for purchase at
all retailers, iTunes, Amazon, CDBABY, etc.
When asked what advice they can
give to aspiring musicians, Brian
said “If you want to make it, you
don’t need advice; you’ll know
what to do. Be smart about who
you work with. Don’t place your
trust in foolish sworn promises.”

www.trmagz.com
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Eryn Shewell, as many people
came to know her, is a lady whose
presence is impossible to ignore
when she is around you. Apart
from her great music, she is also a
sexy pinup model.

Eryn Shewell was born on the 26th
of June 1984 in a musical family.
“I grew up in a very musical family where everyone sang.” She said
in one of the interviews. She is
the daughter of Larry Shewell and
Dawn Jennings of Freehold, New
Jersey.

You will agree with me that the
beauty and physical look that she
has, she is the center of attention.
She received proposals from many
suitors and finally gave in to William Schneider. They engaged in
27th May 2003, a year after her
graduation from high school. They
were honored to have a daughter
named Emily. However, their marriage lasted about a year. She had
a great passion for music and was
under pressure to continue with
her career which led to separation
with William in early 2004.

ryn Shewell is an aspiring, emerging artist from
Holmdel, New Jersey. She
has developed a good
reputation in her career as a jazz,
blues, and country music vocalist.
The great performances Eryn Shewell has done in her native land
have established her fame in the
world of modern pop music. She
is currently a band leader, vocalist,
guitarist and a songwriter at Eryn
& The Whiskey Devils.

Eryn Shewell started her music
career at the age of 13 years old
when she received her first guitar
as a gift from her father. She could
only watch her aunt’s country
band Sundance from a distance.
The passion developed in her, and
she became a registered member
of the band a year later. That made
a turning point in her life. She attended Jackson Memorial High
school where her passion for hard
rock music never died.

Eryn Shewell lived a single life
after that till she met Mat O’Ree.
As her Facebook profile reveals,
her relationship with Matt started in 2015, and they got engaged
in 23rd December 2016. The duo
musicians were believed to be the
perfect match to form a hard rock
band of all times. What an excellent musical duo!”

She studied music theory and
voice as a prerequisite to her career. While at school, Eryn Shewell
started honing her songwriting
skills under the guidance of Jody
Joseph. She was persuaded to join
Jody’s band as well, she then became a member of two top rock
bands of that time.

Thus far, Eryn Shewell has released four albums that have hit
the headlines, and loved by her
enthusiasts. No one wish to miss
any of her shows when she is doing a live performance. Her albums include “Children at Play”
released in June 2012, “4th and
Broadway” launched in December 2009, “Window Pane” featur-
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Music Career and Released Albums
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ing 12 songs released in December
2008, and “Eryn Shewell” released
in June 2013. All the albums are
available on her official website for
download. You will get maximum
entertainment and never hesitate
to listen to them yourself.
Achievements and honors
As an artist performing in top
bands, Eryn Shewell has made a
name for herself winning awards
and reaching the final stages of
many competitions. She competes
favorably with other great country
music artists such as TJ Leonard.
Below are her top achievements
and honors as an artist.
1. 2009 Semi-Finalist - Songwars
Songwriting Competition,
2. 2009 Top Ten Finalist - 100%
Music Songwriting Competi
tion.
3. 2009 Honorable Mention Gary Allen Music City Song
Competition,
4. 2009 Honorable Mention - Bill
Board World Song Competi
tion,
5. 2009 Asbury Music Award Top
Female Vocalist,
6. 2009 International Blues Com
petition – Regional Finalist,
7. 2010 International Blues Com
petition - Regional Finalist,
8. 2011 Asbury Music Award

Top Female Vocalist,

Eryn
Shewell

TalentRaters is honored to introduce
to our audience the rap duo,
Metanoiz. The duo is comprised of
twin brothers, Kaydom and Kaydas
hailing from Tobyhanna, P.A.
These brothers have always been
surrounded by music of various
eras and genres growing up, from
Doo-Wop’s to 90’s era Hip-Hop.

14

Music has always been a vital part
of their lives since childhood, by
age nine, they had already written
their first song and became the
duo “Double Trouble”. They had
become very popular locally through
their church and it was here that
Metanoiz became eternally inspired
by Christianity. Their faith has
fueled their music and as a result it
has been extremely popular in their
community.
Their music received so much
traction that it caught the
attention of people outside of their
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9. 2011 Asbury Music Award Top
Blues Band
10. 2015 BELK Southern Musi
cian Showcase
11. 2016 New York/New Jersey
Blues Hall of Fame
Hobbies and Other Skills
Apart from music, Eryn Shewell is
also an expert in graphic arts and
painting. She has an associate degree in audio engineering. Besides,
she is a certified practitioner of
social media marketing. “I am in
the process of finishing my bachelor’s degree in Graphic Design…”
She told TR Magazine in this interview. Being a mother, she had
other means of earning her living,
putting music aside. She has a lot
to keep her busy though never revealing the specific activities she
engages in for leisure.
Ambitions and Plans
Having
donecommunity.
collaborations
Pennsylvania
After with
manyfeatured
emerging
artists
from and
top
being
in the
local paper
winning
a televised
competition,
bands, Eryn
is still
ambitious to
Metanoiz
had records
made an and
impact
with
make more
perform
over
50
performances
in
New
York
with others. She has recently perCity
and on
in California.
Sometime
formed
guitarist and
songwritafter
this
time,
the
duo
dropped
the
er Matt O’Ree’s album “Brothname “Double Trouble” and decided
erhood”, whose music features
that the name did not reflect what
invited
guest artists such as Bruce
they wanted and opted for a new
Springsteen,
Steve
Cropper,
and
name, Metanoiz.
Metanoiz
is derived
David
Bryan.
from the word Metanoia which

means “new” and the Greek meaning
As
if that’s
notmeans
enough,
she claims
of meta
which
“beyond”.
The
brothers
decided
thewhat
“a” inshe
that
all she
wantstoisdrop
to do
metanoia
addday
a “z”and
so that
does bestand
every
gaintheir
new
new name would
be “beyond
noise”.
experiences
every
time, tour
the
Since
performing
on
both
coasts,
world, and support her family. She
Metanoiz
shared the with
stage with
declares has
to continue
music
the legendary Rev Run, Grammy
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for as long as she lives. Performing
on different stages and entertaining her supporters in New Jersey
and beyond.
She dreams to be an international
artist, performing not only in her
native land NJ, but also overseas.
Eryn Shewell gives great appreciations to Joe Bennett of
TalentRaters, her daughter Emily,
her fiancé Matt, all her friends and
family, to all the fans, and anyone
else for their continued support.
She will make her ambitions alive
due to continued support from her
fans, and without them, she can’t
even make a step.
Eryn Shewell is a jazz and blues
guitarist and vocalist with a great
future as a musician. She is lively,
and anyone can easily reach her
through her official website and on
social media. She has a great love
for all her supporters from around
the world. Let’s give her the support she requires to help her nurture her talent.MUSIC

nominated artist, FLAME, DJ
Hollywood, and many more.
Recently, Metanoiz was featured
in a popular Xfinity commercial
on a world united showcasing
bilingualism in Spanish and
English. This commercial has been
viewed by millions during the Latin
American Music Awards and on
multiple Latin television channels
such as, Univision and Telemundo.
Metanoiz has released their mixtape,
Nissi, hosted by Don Cannon,
and an EP called Lemniscate with
features from Joell Ortiz, Christian
Gray, and the late legendary Terror
Squad Rapper, Big Pun’s son, Chris

www.trmagz.com
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FE ATU RED ST O RY

MAKING
HER
OWN
DESTINY

Kayla

Caulfield

Photographer: Ichi Photo
Designer: Ali Bianchi
HMU: Donna Sousa

By Frances Jewel
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O

nce, there was a girl
who used to be in
the background, used
to be on the outside
looking in. Sine this
lovely young woman had a language learning disability, she labeled herself as the awkward kid
who didn’t really fit in. She found
herself excluded from almost
everything.

F E AT U R E D S TO RY
traveling around the United States asked her to pose for a particular photo series she was working on. That photo placed 3rd in World Press Photo
Association and the photo circled around the world for a year. Little did
she know, this was only the start. Just as she thought her modeling career
would never make it to the runway, she got invited to walk in New York
Fashion Week (NYFW) 3 times, and not only that, she also walked in the
London Fashion Week for designer Luna Joachim. If you think that’s all,
there is more. Our girl starred in an independent short film called Unveiling which just premiered the 1st weekend in February. She has taken
on many independent and Hollywood films since.

“I am someone that does not take no
for an answer. Having a language
based learning disability made
school really hard for me. I was
that awkward kid that did not fit in
with her peers, I was never bullied
but I was excluded from a lot, never really having any friends and at
the time of social media becoming
popular it was easy to see parites of
peers going to sweet sixteen parties,
and other social events and it really
effected me, I felt like I was always
the girl on the outside looking in. “
Then she had enough.
She decided that this isn’t going to
be the end of her story. She told
herself this was only the beginning.
To help herself with spec and language, she started singing at age
6 and took voice lessons. Because
of her love for music, it made it
easier for her to learn language.
She pushed herself to community
theater and started modeling at
age 14.
Then is when the plot twist she’s
been waiting for finally happened.
An NY photographer who was

Kayla Caulfield did not wait for her destiny, she made it. She didn’t
leave it to chance, she chose it. Now, she is nowhere in the background, she is the star in her own story.
At present, Kayla Caulfield worked as an entertainer for parties,
charities events as well as singing telegrams for adults.
To all the aspiring artists, she advices them to never give up. You
have to be able to take rejection, all that matters is that you believe
in yourself.
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GROWING WITH EVERY STEP 451 MEDIA IS THE

NEW FORCE IN INNOVATIVE STORYTELLING
By Nick Christophers

T

alentRaters had an opportunity to have a sit-down with Senior Director of Production, Jessica Gentile. The company has been active since 2014 where it made a splash at the NY Comic
Convention at the Jacob Javits Center. Since then it has become a beast with its various entertainment platforms. From their amazing comic book line to virtual and augmented reality and
video games.
It also helps that writers like George Pelecanos (The Wire, The Pacific, and HBO’s new hit series The
Deuce) on board. The company is also partly owned by Michael Bay (Transformers). It is not to say that
comic book giants like Marvel and DC are still the big boys but 451 Media is beginning to inch their way
into their turf.
“Since 2014, 451 has focused on working with highly accomplished storytellers, artists and technologists to
produce an array of exciting new worlds connecting comics, mixed reality, and media. The competition is
relentless, but we are ferocious. 451 have been aggressively establishing partnerships with industry leaders in technology, media, gaming, and entertainment, to create new content across multiple platforms.
20
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Comics are on a meteoric rise
in public interest, and we plan
to give the fans unique content
that they experience in ways
like never before.”
It is true that Marvel and DC
have taken over movie theatres with blockbuster films
but 451 Media is not trying to
compete on that level. They
are an ENTER-TECH company. Their goal is to mesh
entertainment and technology and offer the ultimate experience. Besides Pelecanos
they also have screenwriters
Scott Rosenberg (Jumanji
and Con-Air) and Rob Cohen (Fast and Furious and
XXX). On the comic book
end David Baron joins the
crew. Yet 451 Media has entertained the thought of stepping into film and streaming
series platforms.
The company has some exciting titles like “Stained”, “Red
Dog” and “NVRLND”. For
one “NVRLND” will have its
own video and music that is
connected to its storyline.
“Stained”, has become 451
Media’s best seller by far and
is growing a fan base. Rob
Cohen is the director and
writer on the new project
“Red Dog”.
451 Media has other talented

individuals who have joined
on this epic journey. Writers like Mark Mallouk who’s
known for his work on the
film “Black Mass” that starred
Johnny Depp. He is the writer
for the graphic title “Sunflower”. What is more interesting
is the two of the cofounders
of the brand are very talented themselves. John and Anthony Gentile have worked
on many award-winning
family and primetime family shows. Aside from that
they have been responsible
for campaigns for projects
like “Star Wars” to Broadway
shows like “Dreamgirls” One
TR MAGAZINE

of their amazing accomplishments is the creation of the
Power Glove as the first VR
device ever produced for the
mass market.
This is an innovative company that is always looking to
go beyond just their graphic
novel titles. They look to take
their cutting edge technology to new levels for their fans
and clients to enjoy new experiences. The brands they
have worked with so far are
Samsung, Intel, 2018 Winter
Olympics to National Geographic and have proven very
competitive.
www.trmagz.com
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SECRET RULE
REVEALS IT ALL

By Frances Jewel

H

ow do you gauge the value of a musician or an artist? Is it by the number of works done, the number
of stages he has stood in? Is it by the numerous
awards received?
Secret Rule, the band behind the amazing songs “The Image”
which talks about people who suffer because of how judgmental the society is becoming. “The Song of the Universe” which
is about a perception of our world and our existence. “Lost
Child” which is about kidnapped children and their parents
who hopes despite the pain in their empty hearts. These are
just a few of the many meaningful songs by Secret Rule.
Secret Rule is a band based in Rome, Italy. They play a genre
that is a mix of different influences. They offer power metal-influences or electro-industrial loop, heavy riffs or catch melodies. They have been playing for over four years since they
started in 2013.
Angela Di Vincenzo is their vocalist, Andy Menario the guitarist of the band, Michele Raspanti, bassist, Nicola Corrente their
drummer and their special keyboardist, Henrik Klingenberg –
together has released already 3 albums in three years. “Trans22
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posed Emotions” “Machination” and the
recent one, “The Key to the World” released by Pride and Joy Music.
What makes this band unlike any other
is that they don’t limit themselves to one
specific genre. It is their courage to do
that that sets them apart from the others.
Their perception that a musician should
not only know how to sing well, but also
that he also has to be able to express his
feelings effectively and that he must not
stop striving to improve, this is what’s paving their way to success.
There are no shortcuts to becoming truly successful in the music industry. The Secret Rule believes that there are many aspects and one is building a good fanbase. Good music, for sure, a
good relationship with the fans and other musicians, bookings and labels. And they believe it
is important to just be yourself.
In the end, the value of a musician isn’t gauged on just “numbers” but on the impact that you
leave to the people who gets to hear or see your work. What makes the Secret Rule truly a gem
in the industry is how real their songs are and how it leaves us thinking and reflecting. Those
are the best kind of songs, and that’s what makes them really truly amazing.

24
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P HO T O G R A PH Y

RAJIV

INTERNATIONAL FASHION PHOTOGRAPHER BUILDING ON HIS TALENTS
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SEAN
“HOLLYWOOD”
HAMILTON

HOST OF KTU RADIO
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BURNING THE AIRWAYS FROM EAST TO WEST

SEAN “HOLLYWOOD” HAMILTON

S

By Nick Christophers

by Nick Christophers

ean is by far one of
the most creative
radio personalities
to hit the radio in
New York. He has
grown from a pirate radio
host to running three of the
most popular radio programs
in the country. Sean came
from humble beginnings and
worked hard to get to where
he is today. Both his parents
were entertainers. His mother
was a big band singer and his
father a Las Vegas comedian.
They contributed to Sean’s
love for what he terms as the
“business of show”. This offered him the edge he needed
to excel in his work.
As mentioned earlier Sean
ran a pirate radio show while
in High School and no one
knew it was him. Even though
it was fun running it the FCC
found out and they issued a
“cease and desist” order. His
parents were not happy and
forced him to abandon it immediately. So, he had to shut
it down. At his school all the
student body were wondering
what happened to that sta-

28
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tion. Prior to the pirate show
at the age of ten he earned his
moniker “Hollywood” from
a Las Vegas burlesque dancer
who called him “Little Hollywood” during one of his
father’s performances back
stage. Ever since then he
adopted it and it has fit him
well.
Sean was not willing to give
up on being the next best
thing on radio. He would
soon begin working on small
market stations like KCBN
in Reno, KLAV in Las Vegas
and KIDD in Monterey. He
would end up in New Jersey
at a station in Long Branch
called WWZY Y-107. It just
so happened that radio legend Scott caught the station
and was impressed with Sean
and contacted him and a deal
was hatched.
“I will always be indebted to
Scott, he discovered me and
gave me the Hamilton part of
my name. Plus, I learned so
much from him, specifically
the promotional end of our
business. Scott is a master of
making a radio station sound
www.trmagz.com

great with brilliant promotional ideas. When we signed
Z-100 on the air in 1983 we
became the #1 station in 72
days largely based on ground
breaking interactive promo’s
that Scott came up with. We
were giving away everything
from high-end sports cars to
backstage vacations around
the world to millions of dollars. Radio in NYC had never seen that before and it was
magic.”
That was just the beginning
for Sean as he would embark
on a new playing field. His
good work ethic paid off as
he was on air at one of the
top stations in the country
(Z100). He introduced his
first show “Worst to First”
and the station skyrocketed to
#1 in only seventy-five days.
This was the start of better
things to come as he forged
forward.
It should be noted that Sean
also had a desire to be an actor just as much as being on
radio. He believed that he can
do both somehow but realized
that was not realistic. Sean

C O V E R S T O RY

first believed that through radio you can become an actor.
But when he began building a
strong financial egg there was
no need for acting. To pile on
another career would have
been an added distraction so
he stuck to radio.
Sean has been known to host
some exciting and creative
shows. Before going to Z100
in 1979 he developed a show
called “Lovelines” on his first
radio station KCBN in Nevada. When he moved on to
Z100 years later he brought
back the show under a different name “Hollywood Hamilton’s Midnight Lovelines”.
Sean decided to move to LA
and was hired by KIIS-FM
and took the show with him
and renamed it “Loveline”.

Sean’s creativity was being
noticed and he would expand
on that later in his career. It
is important to note while he
was at KIIS FM he introduced
a concert series called “Rad
Pack”. The series was set up
to raise funds for a foundation
against drugs called D.A.R.E.
(Drug Abuse Resistance Education). A foundation that he
worked along side then President George W. Bush.
Sean even became a subject
for a film that was loosely
based on his radio career. The
actor Christian Slater played
the role of a radio DJ similar to Sean. The film’s title
was “Pump Up the Volume”.
Christian and Sean were actually friends and Sean consulted with him to bring more

reality to the project.
“That was a pretty upsetting
time in my life. I was running
a script around town at the
same time the producers of
“Pump Up the Volume” went
into production with pretty
much the same exact idea,
you do the math… I then received a call from Mary Jo
Slater, Christian’s Mom and
she had asked if I would work
with Christian on the movie.
That’s how I found out that I
had lost the race. Because of
my relationship with Mary Jo
I decided not to pursue legal
action and would work with
the producers of Pump up the
Volume and Christian. Christian Slater’s an amazing guy
and did a fantastic job.”

The popularity of the show
soon gave root to an off-shoot
on MTV. It ended up that another segment was developed
called “Hangin with Hollywood” which was produced
by the late Dick Clark. This
show was from Disneyland
and became a blockbuster
that had celebrity guests take
a crack at being guest DJ’s
on live satellite radio. Keep
in mind that this was a first
at the time in the industry.
TR MAGAZINE
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Sean would soon become a
staple in the NY radio scene
on WKTU. He returned back
to KTU in 1996 along with
Goumba Johnny. The chemistry they both had at the time
was a huge rating success and
has become legend. Sean and
Johnny had an evening slot
that soon was promoted to
the afternoon drive that many
remember. Johnny would
eventually depart and Sean
would run the show solo.
He had garnered the highest
rating according to Arbitron.
This was also in addition to
his 5:40 pm segment called
“War of the Roses” which
became the most listened to
hour show in the metro area.
“When someone’s in a relationship and he or she
knows their significant other is cheating, they call us.
We average about 25 calls a
week, after reviewing their
applications we narrow the
stories down to about 10.
Then after vetting those 10
and after our legal department signs off, we’ve got
our 5 calls of the week. Marie and I have heard every
cheater story you can imagine. People often wonder
why Marie never show’s her
face or comes out to appearances, the reason is because
30
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“I will always be indebted to
Scott, he discovered me and gave
me the Hamilton part of my
name. Plus, I learned so much
from him, specifically the promotional end of our business.
Scott is a master of making a radio station sound great with brilliant promotional ideas.
- Sean “Hollywood” Hamilton

of death threats not to mention all the hassles of being
a part of such a controversial feature. Me, I don’t care
but for her, who just got into
radio, it’s a very scary thing.
We keep it going because it’s
currently one of the, if not
the most popular radio feature in NYC radio today.”
Sean has managed to do
amazing things on radio. Besides the “War of the Roses”
he host’s and produces three
music countdown shows like
www.trmagz.com

the Remix Top30 and two
versions of the Weekend
Top30. For his efforts he
has also won best syndicated show of the year at the
2017 Promo Awards in Atlantic City, New Jersey for
the Remix Top 30. Do not
be mistaken Sean does have
some help from his staff
like Eric Herzog, Michelle
Parise, DD Ehrlich and the
many resident DJ’s who mix
the Top 30. Not to mention
his wife Marina Bello who

runs the day in and day out
logistical operations, making
sure all runs smooth for over
120 radio stations. It is also
important to note that Sean is
currently a two-time National
Radio Hall of Fame nominee,
going for his third chance this
summer.
“Out of all the things that
I’ve accomplished throughout my career the most rewarding I’d have to say is
my daughter now excelling

in our business.
Ever since she was a little
girl she would hang out in
the studio, watch and observe and even sometimes
act out and voice little characters for features on the
show. 5 years ago she began her career interning for
iHeart Las Vegas. Tay Hamilton has developed into her
own personality and has her
own show on 95.5 The Bull
in Las Vegas.”
TR MAGAZINE

A few years ago, Sean began
penning a book about his career but has put it on hold
until the moment he is ready
for retirement. It would be a
total tell all book. Not only
about the miss-hap adventures of a radio personality
but also about the record industry he has worked with
since 1979. Keep your ears
open to KTU radio because
when Hollywood Hamilton
takes the mic , no one knows
what can happen next!
www.trmagz.com
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BOUBA

MISTER MODEL INTERNATIONAL
By Keana Blasé

’
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Age: 29
Height: 6.1”
Waist : 31.5”
Chest: 39.4”
Eye Color: Black
Shirt Size: Large
Shoe Size: 11”

M O D E LING

A

warded as
Mr
Senegal
in
2015, Mister Model
International: 2 Runners,
Best Headshot, Mister
Model Africa International, Bouba is probably one of
the biggest African heartthrobs. Bouba can easily
catch your eye back; he is
also a talented actor and a
great industrial electrician.
This ambitious young
lad, beat all the odds just
to achieve his dream. He
supported his own studies
and walked miles to attend
acting and modeling classes. He started modeling in
2013 but unfortunately, it
didn’t last long. With confidence and determination
to pursue his modeling
career, Bouba came back
strong as ever in the modeling runways in 2015. He
was given a chance to join
the Mister Model Africa
Contest and represent his
country Senegal.
Winning the contest opens
the door for more opportunities and led him to open
his own business.

“I was the first and
only black African in
this contest and that
was not easy with the
27 other contestants
around the world.
But I knew to beat
the odds with my
african skin and my
talent.”-Bouba
https://www.facebook.com/PAPE-Bouba-Ndiaye-1494397560852957/
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CREATIVE AND TALENTED

Tony Ray Rossi
IS A RISING STAR
By Nick Christophers
hattan. He earned his degree at the Casile
School of Beauty and has never left his first
love behind.

T

ony is one of your rare actors
who doesn’t hide from the public or is too flamboyant which is
a nice balance when it comes to
the entertainment industry. Tony
has the look and the swagger that has aided
him in his quest for roles in the film and TV
world. He has always been a people – person and knows how to deal with the public.
Tony obtained this gift as a licensed beautician where he runs his own hair salon in Man-
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Tony first realized his hidden gift for acting when photographer/friend Brian Hamel
asked him to audition for a photo shoot for
an Italian restaurant. That shoot was for a
commercial run by Woody Allen. This was
the beginning of a nice relationship with
acting. He was soon receiving acting roles
one after another. His first film role was
on the project “Husbands & Wives” which
was a Woody Allen production. In 1997 he
got his first crack on the blockbuster film
“Donnie Brasco”. His look and talent garnered him another role as Fabian Petrulio in
the award winning show “The Sopranos”.
Tony’s scene was so memorable that no one
could forget it when Tony Soprano strangles him while on a trip to his daughter’s
College. That episode won the Banff Rockie Award for Best Continuing Series.
“After that scene I asked David Chase if I
can come back on the project. But he kept
telling me Tony you’re dead. I wish I could
have had a bigger role but Dave did thank
me on TV after he received the Banff Rockie Award.”

ACT ING

TONY AND JAMES
Tony would soon land roles on TV and film. Notable ones would be “Analyze This”, “Law &
Order”, “Sex in the City”, “Mail Order Bride”, “This Thing of Ours”, “Find Me Guilty” and
“Queens Supreme”. He has worked with many actors / actresses but some of his favorites were
Aida Turturro (Angie, Sopranos), James Gandolfini (Enough Said, The Drop), Joe Rigano (Casino) and Danny Aiello (Mambo Café). Yet Tony loves working with anyone who takes their
jobs seriously.
He has also done some theatre work early in his career. He is especially proud of an Off-Broadway play he did entitled “Beirut” where he played a security guard and another of his favorites
was called “Riverdale to Riverhead”. He does admit that stage acting is a lot more challenging
then TV or film. Even though Tony has been selected to play gangster roles he is not afraid of
being type casted. He believes, a role is a role, be thankful and grab it by the horns. On the set
of “Donnie Brasco” the tech advisor Rocco even admitted to Tony that he could have played
the character Sonny Black since he resembled him. Michael Madsen was the actor who was
chosen for the role.
Currently, Tony has one project in the wings called “Under New Management” where he plays
the character JoJo. Besides all the TV and film he has also worked on commercials for such
companies like Merrill Lynch, CBS, MTV and has done voice overs for the video game Grand
Theft Auto. It is no secret that Tony’s out-going personality has not only benefited him running
his salon, Rossi Hair Salon with his wife Marie, but also on the screen. Even his wife has been
nominated five times for an Emmy as a hair stylist on many soap operas. Tony is one of kind
actor who can entertain us on the screen and at his salon. To keep up with his work visit his site
at http://tonyrayrossi.com/
TR MAGAZINE
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CANDICE

LEVINSON

HOT
Female
Guitarist
By Keana Blasé
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C

andice Levinson is known best as female guitarist of the LA based rock band Warner Drive. This drop
dead gorgeous lady is very passionate about playing guitar as any other male guitarists out there, yet she
still manages to keep the feminine side of her artistry.

Candice enjoys delving with different genre of music from metal to hardcore, straight ahead, rock, industrial
punk and even pop.

JANET

“As long as there is a lot of energy and the songs are good, I’m happy. I do enjoy delving in to different
styles. Sometimes going out of your comfort zone can bring out some of your most creative work.”- Candice

MIRANDA

TalentRaters is fortunate enough to get to know more of Candice Levinson through this interview.
When did you start your start playing music and what was your first instrument?

by Frances
Well, I have been playing music since the age of six with piano. When I was about 12, I started
playing Jewel
guitar
and I have been in bands ever since! I always knew that I wanted a career in music from a very young age.
Please tell us a bit about the musicians you play with?
I currently play in Warner Drive. I’ve been with the band since 2009 and to be quite frank, they are part of my
extended family. When you spend so many years on the road together, you get to know the other members
more than you even think you know yourself. I am the only female and consider them all to be like annoying
big brothers, but that I love. They know how to push my buttons at times, but at the end of the day we know we
can all count on each other when all else fails.
Describe the feeling you get when you perform?
Freedom! All my daily worries melt away and I go to a really good place. I can be whatever I want to be on
stage. I can jump around, I can act crazy, I can let my hair fly in every direction, I can say ridiculous things….
things you can’t do in real life without getting put in the looney bin. I love singing along with a crowd, I love
seeing them mouth every word, jump up and down, and grin from ear to ear. Every time I’m on stage I feel like
that is exactly where I am supposed to be. Call me cheesy, but I think that’s pretty magical.
What is or what would be your favorite venue to perform?
I have already had the chance to perform at so many venues, some big and some small, from clubs to large
outdoor festivals….we even had the opportunity to play Sweden Rock Festival in 2016! What an honor that
was! .But why not aim for the top right? So I think that if someday I got to perform at Wembley Stadium, I
could die happy.
Describe your image. Do you expect it to evolve more over time?
I think it’s important to have an open mind and let your image evolve over time, if that’s what is called for. I
can’t say my image has changed drastically over the years, having played in mostly rock based bands, but I do
think it has probably become a little more refined and matured a bit (hopefully!)
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If you could trade places with a famous celebrity
who would it be and why?
Maybe Pink? Sounds like
an odd thing to say coming
from me, but I’m in love with
her voice and have always
wished I could sing like that.
Plus she’s just such a badass!
Does music run in your
family?
Yes, but I didn’t find this out
until much much later! My
uncle was a very talented
violinist and one of my aunts
was a concert hall pianist in
her younger years.
What are your hobbies beside music?
“I’ve always been outdoorsy
and adventure seeking, so
saying that I have a few hobbies would be an understatement! I have a huge passion
for snowboarding. I learned
that in college when I was
given the chance to compete
in the SCCSC. I’ve also always had a passion for cars.
My first car was a 66 Chevelle, and so by necessity, I
had to learn how to keep it
running. I saw every roadside breakdown as a new opportunity to learn to fix something new (even though
the roadside breakdowns did get exhausting!) I am also a HUGE Zelda nerd! I have owned and finished
every single Zelda game and like to collect any Zelda related merch. I also spend a great deal of my free
time watching horror movies and trying to re-create SFX makeup designs”.
Follow Candice Levinson and her band:
https://www.facebook.com/candicelevinson1
https://www.warnerdrive.com/
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“Keep Calm,
Carry a Notebook, &
Don’t be Afraid to Share”
By Shelby Stone

“Just know that if you're different listen to your inner
voice. A lot of greats got rejected because they were different but stick with your inner voice and don't let anyone
talk you out of your vision. It
will pay off in the end and
then they will respect you
for your uniqueness.” Alonzo
Gross, aka “Zo”.
If some of his greatest creative influences, such as Tupac,
Eminem, Michael Jackson,
and even Maya Angelou had
lost touch with their inner
voices and vision, this world
would have been deprived
of legendary inspiration and
artistry. Alonzo Gross, Songwriter, Poet, Recording Artist, Actor, and Dancer, imparts a candidness about his
life within all of his arts, and
this openness and authenticity allows him to connect
with people through stories.
40
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One can easily see that “this
train is bound for glory,” so to
speak, as Zo releases his February 2018 poetry collection,
titled “sOuL eLiXiR,” his second published work succeeding “Inspiration Harmony &
The World Within” released
in 2012.

ter a brief period as a teacher,
he ultimately decided that he
would prefer to teach people
on a grander scale through
his poetry and music. He,
too considers himself a lifelong student, always seeking
to improve himself and to
perfect his craft.

A life of pain often gives way
to a love of the arts, where one
can safely free their thoughts
to heal themselves and potentially inspire others. Zo says
that he feels most comfortable
on the stage, where he is unashamed and unafraid to share
some of his life’s trials with an
absentee alcoholic father, an
abusive mother, a babysitter
who molested him, and with
his own addictions to weed
and sex as a young adult. In
spite of these challenges, he
graduated cum laude from
Temple University for English
literature and dance, and af-

Where ballet meets popping
and locking, meets writing,
meets rapping, meets soul,
Zo’s artistry cross pollinates
among varied genres of arts
with the common foundation of sharing his story as
a means to connect with
people, and in doing so, he
has achieved recognition.
In 1992, he won his high
school’s Altruism Award for
outstanding work in poetry,
having dedicated a poem to a
classmate who died in a car
accident. The following year,
he performed as a dancer
and got a great response from
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the crowd during Amateur
Night at the Apollo. In 2012,
he also won an award at the
Lehigh Valley Music Awards
for Best Spoken Word Poet.
Finally, in 2014, Zo was featured in Direcor Gina Nemo’s
documentary film, entitled
“Voices.” He says that his
work brings him “euphoria
and spiritual alignment with
God” and carries a notebook
everywhere to jot down constant ideas for his work. On
the verge of his new poetry
release this month, he eventually hopes to perform at The I
Heart Music Awards, MTV
Music Awards, or the Grammys. That said, he humbly
believes that if he can inspire
any one person through his
work to be an artist, he has
done his job.
Alonzo, currently resides in
Bethlehem, PA with his wife
and son. To learn more and
stay up to date, check out his
fan page at https://www.facebook.com/Zo-Music-FanPage-161339523932691/

Alonzo

ZO
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ZHIHUA

HU

Wows
THE CROWD
BY NICK CHRISTOPHERS

Artist Zhihua Hu has come a long way
from her native China to the bright
lights of New York. Her creativity was
evident at a young age as she took to the
piano seamlessly. When she turned 10
years old she was learning composition.
It was clear that she was a natural when
it came to music and she has capitalized
on that gift. Ms. Hu’s ability to achieve
high grades enabled her to continue
studying at the Shanghai Conservatory
of Music for her Masters in Music.
In a very short time she began making a statement with her diverse talent.
In 2003 one of her pieces “The Fantasy Of West Lake” was selected to be
a part of the “Young Composers, New
Compositions Concert” at the Shanghai Spring International Music Festival.
This was only the tip of the iceberg of
what she would do with her music. In
the same year her piano compositions,
“Soul of Great Wall” and “Exploration”,
each won the San Carlo Excellent Piano
Works Entry Award. Another notable
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award came during the 5th New Music Week in Shanghai in 2012 where her chamber orchestra work, “Mind
Moves with Consciousness” won Excellent Sight-Reading Composition Award.
Fast forward a few years when she was accepted into the Manhattan School of Music in 2015. Here she would
pursue a Masters in Music Degree in Composition and was taught by Professor Reiko Füting and pianist Kayoung. One of her biggest honors was being able to perform on Capitol Hill in Washington D.C.
“That was quite exciting for me! I was very honored to be invited to compose the theme song “Asia-Pacific
Eagle” for the 2016 Asia-Pacific Lunar New Year Concert. “Asia-Pacific Eagle” is a very catchy song with
inspirational lyrics and memorable melodies. I’m very pleased that I was chosen to be one of the artists
helping to advance musical communication between the Chinese and American cultures.”
Ms. Hu’s talents were also recognized in Europe where she was invited to perform first in Italy at the “Cortona Sessions for New Music” and “International Music Festival of Adriatic” and then in France at the “Zodiac
Music Academy & Festival”. Back in New York she began to plant her own flags taking the stage at one elite
venue after another. In 2017 one of her compositions “The Epitome of Musée du Louvre” was performed by
the Manhattan School of Music Symphony Orchestra. That same year she earned her Master Degree from the
Manhattan School of Music. It became an eventful year for her as she was soon invited by the Asian Cultural
Symphony Orchestra of USA to perform with famous singer Zun Huo, Shanghainese singer Bao Lin, Suona
master Yazhi Guo and famous conductor Fei Fang at the Alice Tully Hall, Lincoln Center.
Ms. Hu has accomplished much in a short time and is always looking to explore new avenues in music. She
soon founded her own concert series “THROUGH THE NOISE”. This concert series was first debuted last year
at the Chris Chapel Hall, Riverside Church which was an evening of new solo and chamber works with famous
German composer Reiko Füting. She is looking to follow up this performance with a second installment with
Chinese and Western Musicians in OPERA America. She will be introducing her new ensemble composition
“Nacht”. On the heels of this grand show she is due to showcase her personal composition and piano concert
in Carnegie Hall in July of this year. For her show in March she has gathered such composers / musicians like
Reiko Füting (Germany), Pranav Datla (America), James Diaz (Colombia), Longfei Li (China), Paolo Marchettini (Italy), and Alexander Held (Germany). In addition, we will include Special Guest Performers. They
are Vocalists, Erhu and Banhu, performer Feifei Yang (China), Guitarist Danniel Lippel (America), Pianist
Yegor Shavtsov (Ukraine) and Violinist Jaram Kim (Korea).
“I’m quite excited about it and I am really looking forward to it! This concert will be my first Personal
Compositions and Piano Performance Concert. Several of my piano and ensemble compositions will be performed in Carnegie Hall, and I’m looking forward to collaborating with musicians from all over the world.
For me, this concert will definitely be a great opportunity to show my music to the New York audience and
musically communicate with them! I hope more and more people will get to know my music.”
Ms. Hu is not only a musician / composer but a teacher. She allocates her time to teach at the Tian Song Musical
Arts and Musipire Professional Music Education. At the school she teaches piano performance, music theory
and aural skill. She has been a part of the faculty at Tian Song Musical Arts since 2016 and looks to broaden
her dedication there. Ms. Hu is also looking to one day record her music to be placed on a CD. She admits
there so many compositions that it would take several CD’s to fit all her music. She recently entertained a sold
out crowd at The National Opera Center / OPERA America on March 5th. Catch her upcoming performance at
Carnegie Hall on July 9th. Ms. Hu is an amazing talent who is still growing here in the America but hopes to
entertain the masses one show at a time.
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Colour Pop Sensation
Mirjana Milosevic
by Nicci Eloise

“You must believe
in yourself. You
have to do it with
passion. If others
do not believe in
you convince them
otherwise.
Practice every day and
your hard work
will be rewarded’’.
-Kika

W

aking up for
makeup
is
colour pop
sensation
Mirjana ‘Kika’ Milosevic. Serbian makeup-artist, illusionist and You-Tube sensation
is pushing the boundaries in
her artistic endeavours. In
three years this quirky, talented artist has captured the
likes of many fans with her
intellective impressive forms
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of make-up and body art.
This passionate artist is ready
to soar, showcasing her creative side working in music
videos and commercials for
companies all over the world.

know, maybe destiny’’.
Landing herself an ‘Oskull’,
Award in 2015 for special effects in a horror film, lead her
to meet the most amazing
special effects artist, Sergio
Stivaletti. From there Kika
advanced her skills learning
his methods at his school in
Rome.
by Aiza Chaudry

Contortionist

A spinal injury in 2014 led
Kika to explore other avenues
of work that did not require
standing. She states, “Maybe it was fate bringing me
to makeup-artistry, I don’t
www.trmagz.com

‘Kika’ illustrates a wide spectrum of ideas implement-

ing her own creativity into
her illusions. Acting in her
own YouTube videos with
the help of Stojan Mihajilov
behind the camera, her partner in crime she is able to
perform and demonstrate
a range of masterpiece collections; KNOT body painting,
ZOMBIE-Halloween,
CHUCKY-inspired, Disney
characters OLAF, THE EMPEROR’S NEW GROOVE,
STAR TREK- BORG QUEEN
although her best work stated by Kika, is when she
transformed herself into a
WOODEN PUPPET DOLL,
and a CORPSE BRIDE.
Kika expresses such a unique
element of art which blows
you away, magnetizing you
to her many illusions. Kikas
talent was burning within her
from a very young age. Her
parents state she could draw
before she could walk and
would draw on any surface
she could find. Kika’s ongoing dedication has landed her
work alongside Director of
Japanese Vogue, Anna Dello Russo and Victoria’s Secret Model Barbara Palvin.
Kika has also competed on
the show ‘Dancing with the
stars’ with a love for Cuban
Salsa. Her dream of stardom
would be to one day perform

on the show, I Got Talent &
The X-Factor.
Exuding a wide spectrum of
ideas its vivid why she has
accomplished so much in a
short space of time by stepping outside the box with
consistency.
“You must believe in yourself.
You have to do it with passion.
If others do not believe in you
convince them otherwise.
TR MAGAZINE

Practise every day and your
hard work will be rewarded’’.
~ Kika
By consistency utilizing a
broad spectrum of creativity, Kika has the make up for
a long career ahead, punctuated by an already impressive
resume considering her short
professional career.
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JESSICA
CAMARA

DEADLY UNDEFEATED
FEMALE PRO BOXER
TR MAGAZINE
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actions and made the decision to
take iniciative in my life. I struggled to pick myself up and put all
the pieces back together. Some
moments were harder than others, I missed her deeply and wanted nothing more than to make
her proud. I had to fight my way
back into school while undergoing
court and probabtion. I kept a positive mindset and took it one day
at a time. I set goals for myself and
become very spiritual.
Upon returning to school, I became a straight A student and
graduated with honours. I was
motivated to improve every aspect
of my life. I became very intrigued
by fitness and wanted to push myself physically. I excericed at the
school gym everyday after school.

“When I step into the
boxing ring I have tunnel vision. My mind
is set on the victory. I
think of all the pain and
sacrifice that it took to
get there. I feel that all
my hard work is being
put to the test and it is
my time to shine.”
What is your compelling story?
Growing up in a violent home,
I was lucky to have a safe haven
where I could escape and feel love
48
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and comfort. My Godmother was
more like a mother to me. She
taught me many valuable lessons in
life and most importantly showed
me what love was all about. Unfortunatetly, she was diagnosed with
cancer and fought a long hard battle. Watching her suffer was very
heart breaking and was very hard
to cope with emotionally, knowing
that I was going to lose her. I began to display many acts of anger.
At the age of 17, I was involved in
a physical fight at my highschool
where I got expelled and charged
as a youth offender. Moments after
this insident, My Godmother had
passed away. I felt that I had lost
everything.
I took full responsibility for my
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I was then introduced to a local
boxing gym where I was invited
to particate in a boxing class. I
fell inlove with it. I was motivated to return to the gym everyday
to improve my conditioning and
technique. My hard work had
me feeling worthy, valuable and
deserving. I found my release
through boxing; I was able to make
a bad situation work in my favor.
What is your talent/skill?
My primary talent/profession is
Boxing. Over the past 10 years I
was able to learn and develop in
the sport and become an elite level boxer. I was successful in the
ametuers; winning the Canadian
National championships in 2015
and also had the opportunity to
compete internationally. I am now
proud to have this sport as a pro-

fession.
I also have a skill in helping and
motivating others to better themselves. As a certified personal
trainer, I have been able to work
with many individuals to achieve
their fitness goals.
I also found a passion in volunteering my time to working with
youth and young women who
struggle with barriers. Both of my
talents go hand in hand. I have
motivated others from what I have
accomplished through boxing. By
explaining my story and my ability
to take action in my life and turn a
bad situation into a good one.
How long have you possed these talents?
I began boxing 10 years ago. I had
to work hard over those 10 years to
improve and develop my skills and
talents in the sport
I also have been personal training
and mentoring others for the past
10 years.
Tell us more about yourself. Hobbies, pastimes, sports, outdoors,
music, achievements, etc.
I was born and raised in Canada
but my background is Portuguese.
In 2005 I competed in a cultural
beauty pageant and was crowned
Miss Portuguese Club of Cambridge.
Upon graduating from highschool,
I enrolled in the Police Foundations Program at Conestoga College In Kitchener, Ontario. I also

successfully completed the Canfit
Pro personal training certificate in
2009. This is when I began to work
as a personal trainer and found my
passion in helping others.
Through schooling I had the opportunity to volunteer at a homeless shelter which was a humbling
experience for me. In 2009 I graduated with a 3.95 GPA and was
the recipient of the Best Female
Athlete award. Upon graduation,
I considered my employment options and felt unfulfilled. I was
looking for an opportunity to support others in a more individual,
person and grassroot fashion.
I then decided to focus on my sport
and my ability to provide personal
training. I began to instruct boxing classes as well as youth boxing
classes. I continued to volunteer
my time within the community.
I was involved in a fitness mentorship program with YWCA of
Cambridge. I also conducted some
workshops for the youth and participated in community events. In
2013 I was awarded The YWCA
Young Women of Distinction.
I continued to work on my boxing
and was successful in many tournaments. I was the 2009 Golden
Gloves Champion, 2010 Summerhays Provincial Champion & best
female boxer of the tournament.
2012 Golden Gloves Champion
and best female boxer of tournament . 2014 Silver Gloves Champion, 2014 Golden Gloves champion, 2015 National Champion,
Bronze medalist at International
Bulkan Tournament.
I am now a Professional boxer out
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of Donnybrook Boxing gym In
Montreal, Canada . With a Professional record of 4-0
When did you know a career in
your field was your calling?
I knew a career in my field was my
calling when I put on my first pair
of boxing gloves. I knew that I was
born a fighter.
How did you get your big break?
Things for me have not come easy.
Its been a lot of hardwork and dedication. Moving to Montreal has
been great for my boxing career,
and I will continue to work hard
until other opportunities come my
way.
Name your greatest achievement?
My greatest achievment has been
becoming a professional boxer.
When I first started boxing my
dream was always to turn Pro. I invisioned my pro debute and it was
everything that I expected.
Who are your influences?
My main influence is my Godmother.
I worked so hard to make her
proud and I am so grateful that I
had her to guide me when I was
young.
9. What is or would be your favorite venue to box at?
MGM Las Vega
“It would be nice to live the Las Vegas dream.”
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Describe the feeling you get when
you box?
-tunnel vision - I come to get the
victory
-all the pain and sacrifice it took to
get there
-it is my time to shine
- all my hard work is being put to
the test
What advice do you give to aspiring
boxers?
Stay focused, work hard and believe in yourself.
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